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Amathuba AI takes
Roboteur into Africa

Nomsa Nteleko

Africa is alive with possibility, and nowhere
is this more relevant than in the continent’s
massive potential for digital transformation.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is going to play a

pivotal role in this digitalisation journey, and
robotic process automation (RPA) will be key.
With its simplicity, ease of use and low

barriers to entry, Roboteur is poised to take
Africa by storm, says Nomsa Nteleko, chief
commercial officer of Amathuba AI.
Amathuba AI has been appointed as the

distributor for Roboteur in Africa, and
Nteleko has ambitious plans for using the
system to unlock the potential within
African organisations.
The company was formed last year, with

the aim of using AI to tap the vast
opportunity in Africa by advancing African
culture and humanity through the
assimilation of artificial technology. “We hope
to achieve this by changing the African
narrative through progressive technology,”
Nteleko says. “We believe this technology can
be used to assist businesses and individuals
to achieve their strategic objectives.
“Our tag line is ‘taking back humanity

through technology’, by which we mean that
people should not be breaking their backs to
work on processes that can easily be
automated. They should be focusing on the
work that is human – the face-to-face
interactions and customer-centric work -
instead of performing tasks that a bot can do.”
Amathuba AI has an accomplished and

diversified Executive Level Professional
Leadership team. “Our leadership is comprised
of meticulous business consultants with
combined professional experience of 80 years,
we are well versed in implementing systems,
policies and procedures aimed at improving
operational efficiency. With this experience, we
have realised there is a huge gap in the
market that can be taken care of with AI.”
Roboteur is particularly well-suited to the

African environment, Nteleko adds.
“Much of the time, customers think about

AI as something that is far-fetched, that
might be a reality some time in the future.
Even when we talk to customers about the

solutions we can offer, they often fail to
grasp the concept. So there is still a lot of
education that is needed around AI and RPA.
“But the minute we came across Roboteur,

we realised this brings the concepts into the
realm of the tangible. With Roboteur,
customers can see the value immediately –
they can see us achieving automation
literally in front of their eyes.
“So AI and RPA are no longer an intangible

concept, because Roboteur makes the
conversation tangible, with working solutions
that can actually be deployed in a short time.”
Indeed, Roboteur helps to take away

much of the fear that new technology can
bring, Nteleko adds.
“We have been able to show how we can

automate mundane tasks that people are
not interested in performing – and we can
build a bot in just a few hours. This creates
opportunities to have meaningful
conversations with customers.”
The ease of use, simplicity and realistic

price points make Roboteur particularly
relevant for Africa, says Nteleko. “With
Roboteur, we can say that Africa is ready for
AI. Wherever there are businesses,
companies and mundane, repetitive
processes that people are performing – that
is where AI and RPA can make a difference.
“Roboteur can help us help our customers

rise to the next level and achieve greater
things.”
She stresses that wherever people do

boring, repetitive tasks – like drawing reports
from spreadsheets, or entering invoices
received as PDFs into an accounting system
– RPA can make an immediate difference.
“I don’t think there is a company in Africa

that wouldn’t have a use for Roboteur. For
us it is a gem and a jewel, and we think it
will help to take Amathuba AI to the next
level of solution delivery.”
SpacePencil welcomes the distribution

relationship with Amathuba, and looks
forward to a successful partnership going
forward.
“Amathuba AI is going to help us expand

with Roboteur into new markets on the

African continent,” says Alex Sabino, SA
channel manager at SpacePencil. “They
were a natural fit for us, enabling us to
reach out into new territories.”
Brian Little, chief operations officer at

SpacePencil, adds that being an aggregator
means that Amathuba AI adds more value
to the partnership.
“Amathuba AI does a lot or work with

large end user enterprises where they
become the central point of contact. They
funnel technology solutions into the
customer, and they also reach out into their
partner network for support and services.
“For us, it was important for our

distributor in Africa to offer that funnel, to be
a single point of provision and a single point
for support and services. Because there are
a lot of services around these products: they
are toolsets rather than solutions. And
Amathuba AI has the platform that allows
us to leverage those partnerships.”
Nteleko expands: “We found that many

organisations struggle in dealing with
different technology companies. The idea of
being an aggregator addresses that issue. So
we have created a platform that lets us
support clients while working closely with
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developers to ensure customers get the
services they require without having to deal
with a raft of different partners.
“Key to the success of this model is the

support, turnaround time and platform that
we offer.”
She explains that, as an aggregator,

Amathuba AI is able to work with customers
to determine their exact requirements, and
what they need to automate. “This is where
our consulting acumen comes into play.
“We are then able to help them write their

processes, and assist in conceptualising a
solution to the point where we deliver it.
Having tools like Roboteur and a development
team like the one at SpacePencil empowers
us to achieve what we need to achieve.”

Nteleko is quick to add that Amathuba AI
is selective about the companies and people
that it works with. “We believe we need to
offer an exceptional service. AI is new to the
market, and we want to make sure do it
right the first time.
“The platform is a powerful tool that

allows us, our partners and developers to
grow, so we are able to develop solutions
quickly, ensuring that our technology is
always five steps ahead.”
Amathuba AI is currently working on

projects with organisations in Nigeria,
Tanzania, Malawi and eSwatini that
Nteleko believes would benefit from AI and
RPA solutions.
Its customers are in a variety of vertical

industries: mining, telecommunications,
financial services, healthcare, transport,
government and construction.
“Some of these customers have given us

a blank canvas, asking us to guide them
and tell them what they can achieve; others
have very specific requirements.”
Amathuba AI has a modest existing partner

network in selected African markets, and is
ready to expand it across the continent.
The company also has a presence in South

Africa as a systems integrator, although it
acts as a distributor in the rest of Africa.
Nteleko believes that working in the South
African market gives Amathuba AI great
exposure to technology and solutions, which
is an advantage for its African customers. n

Roboteur is a robust robotic process
automation (RPA) system that combines
sophisticated features with a user-friendly
interface and simple process design.
◆ Drag and drop development – Dragging a

command function onto the studio page
effectively writes all the required code.
Further inputs set the input variables to
that portion of code and link the inputs
and out puts to the next building block.

◆ Ready to use commands – Over 200
packaged commands available. All
with the same interface look and feel.
Unlike other development languages
you don’t need to learn a new syntax.
This is all done inherently. Easy
configuration of required variables
completes the building block.

◆ Repetitive command configuration –
Learning how to configure your first
command building block enables
knowledge of all command blocks. The
differentiators are merely the inputs and
outputs to and from each. This makes
it quick and easy to build your first bot.

◆ Reusable development – The modular
building blocks provided and further
object building blocks can be built to
be reusable and to take different inputs.
You can save any self-built building
block (Macro) for later use receiving
different inputs, new or previously used
inputs and output to the next building

block or Macro. In effect you are
building new blocks of code using the
tool to build itself.

◆ Command line instruction – Any unique
requirements in the development or
functions that do not form part of the
pre-packaged command set can be
supplemented by using any traditional
language that can be executed from the
command line with the required
argument. Like a reusable macro you
now have a new command block
function that will be able to run in any
process flow.

◆ Scheduling – The point of RPA is to be
less reliant on human intervention.
Bots can be configured to start at a
scheduled time is part of the platform.
Once it is scheduled it will run
automated.

◆ Easy navigable logs – All development
and management of the processes, and
the bots themselves, are managed from
a central server either in cloud or on
site depending on your requirements.
Managed access enables starting and
stopping of processes. This is helpful
for managing processes and bots in
remote locations.

◆ Central management of robots – All
development and management of the
processes, and the bots themselves,
are managed from a central server

Roboteur at a glance
either in cloud or on site depending on
your requirements. Managed access
enables starting and stopping of
processes. This is helpful for managing
processes and bots in remote locations.

◆ Macro import and export – Sharing of
macros between servers is just a push
of a button, point it in the right direction
and it is exported or imported to the
required place. The macro is now ready
to be populated with the new required
variables and ready to run.

◆ Easy to start – With a download and
watching of some freely available
videos you are engaged in the world of
RPA. There is no myth or magic, it is
just a case of knowing your
requirements, logic and process flow,
and dragging and connecting them into
the studio.

Amathuba AI will be participating in the AI Expo, set to be held virtually from
7 to 9 September 2021, and will use the opportunity to showcase Roboteur.

“The AI Expo is a brilliant place for us to launch Roboteur, because we will
be speaking to people searching for solutions,” Nteleko says.


